InnoMake
One Step Ahead

InnoMake the „seeing“ Shoe
Intelligent Obstacle Detection made in Austria

State-of-the-art technology for independent
& safe mobility, packed in one system.
The InnoMake
The InnoMake unobtrusively recognizes
obstacles between 0.5 and 4 meters in the
walking direction. The warning is given by
vibrations or acoustic signals. Depending on
how far the obstacle is, the feedback gets
faster or slower. The obstacle can be localized
by the feedback of both shoes.
Complicated yet so Simple
Because needs are different, individual
settings can be selected using the button
or the smartphone. The InnoMake can be
used with almost all shoes; just a simple
adjustment is to be made. The InnoMake is
dust and water resistant according to IP57.
„...A Real Everyday Support...“
REPRESENTED BY FAMOUS ORGANIZATIONS
AND CLINICS FOR THE BLIND

For Any Age
Customers tell us every
day that our technology
inspires us. Independent
mobility and safety are
rapidly improving with the
InnoMake.
Both Hands free at Work
Because spontaneous obstacles, such as
pallets on the sidewalk, construction site
fences, garbage cans or e-scooters, might
turn out to be a great danger for cane users.
The InnoMake recognizes obstacles earlier
than the cane and can avoid serious injuries.
The same applies to parking spaces between
cars or on the bus: activate the system, scan
the surroundings, and walk through the free
area without any worries.
Fast, Simple and Effective
1. Turn on the system
2. Attach to shoes
3. Experience everyday life in a relaxed manner

The InnoMake can be tested and ordered in Austria and
Germany at our Partners as follows:

Videbis

Gaudio-Braille

FeelSpace

Die Sehwelt

Please find the
shops HERE

Please find the
online shop
HERE

Please find the
website HERE

Please find the
website HERE

For more partners and dealers please visit our website: tec-innovation.com/en/dealer-en
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